Lodge Clubman is offering an exciting MTB tour!
Traveling in the vast nature of Hachimantai and Appi area in Iwate.
It includes one night stay in the lodge beloved by bikers.
Starting from the relaxing course and exciting cycling down hills, BBQ with the
local pork and other fresh ingredients are in the tour.
The night at our special accommodation, Lodge Clubman, will be amazing with
full of stars in the sky.
There is no lights or buildings around you.
Don’t worry about your level.
Welcome everyone who wants to try MTB for the first time!
We have beginner’s courses as well.
Official PMBI guides take you to the safe and exciting tour.
Have a great time with us in vast nature of Hachimantai!

【【Organizer・Guide】 CLUBMAN MOUNTAIN GUIDE
【Sponsor】

GROUPE ROSSIGNOL, SUNWEST Inc. , KOMAKUSA FARM Inc.

【Dates】

August. 25-26, 2018

【Fee】
32,400yen
7-12 years old 29,160yen
（Guide 1.5days、1 night 2 meals、1lunch、MTB Rentals、Accident insurance、Tax）
【Capacity】

15 people

【Entry qualifications】
7 years of age or older.

※Height 130cm more

【Participation Benefits】 ・7mesh Cyclewear Test
・Will be presented photos

・ROSSIGNOLBikeTest

【Schedule】
8/25(sat)
※free transportation service from the Morioka stn to the LODGE
13：00 LODGE CLUBMAN
MTB Tour Start
15：00 Finish FreeTime
18：00 BBQ Dinner Party
8/26(sun)
7：30 Breakfast
9：30 MTB Tour
14：00 Dissolution
※Please apply if you want to stay on the previous day.
【Clothes, Belongings】
●Brim hat（Under the Helmet）
・towel・extra clothes・
Drink・Thin glove・small Backpack
●Easy to move clothes・Long socks・Sneakers
【Cancellation policy】
The day before - the day 100%
2~3days before 50％
4~14days before 30%
[Refund policy due to bad weather]
We will let participants know when the tour will be canceled due to bad weather.
In case of the cancelation due to bad weather, we will:






Let you know by the day before the tour
Refund 5,000 yen if the cancelation happened on the first day of the tour
Refund 10,000 yen if the cancelation happened on the second day of the tour
Not be able to refund when the tour is canceled during the tour.

Access From Tokyo to Lodge Clubman
By Public Transportation
Departure at Tokyo Station 8:20 Shinkansen Hayabusa 5
Arrival at Morioka 10:31
【Entry Contact 】 LODGE CLUBMAN
2-712-2 Matsuo Yoriki, Hachimantai city, Iwate 028-7302
TEL 0195-78-3388
Mail: mailto:clubman@clubman.co.jp
Free Pickups at Morioka Station at 11:00

CLUBMAN WEBSITE

Arrival at Lodge Clubman at 12:00
By Entry
car

Form

http://www.clubman.co.jp/

☜ Please fill in

Name, BirthDay, Address, PhoneNumber

5 minutes from Matsuo Hachimantai IC. on Tohoku Express Way

【Application deadline】

Friday, August 17, 2018

